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A. Judges’ unaccountability and

riskless abuse of power

1. “Enough is enough! We won’t take any abuse by anybody anymore”

2. More than 50 million cases filed in state and federal courts yearly

3. Judges are the only life-tenured public officers & the most powerful

a. power over your property, liberty, rights, and identity 

b. a federal judge can suspend nationwide an executive order

4. In the 230 years since 1789, only 8 federal judges have been impeached 

and removed 

5. Weight a pro se case as a third of a case regardless of its merits 

6. 93% of all appeals disposed of in orders “on procedural grounds, by 

consolidation, unsigned, unpublished, without comments”

a. unresearched, unreasoned, ‘because I say so!’ summary orders 

7. Federal judges dismiss 100% of complaints against them

a. self-exoneration secures unaccountability and breeds riskless abuse
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B. Your benefit from exposing judges’ abuse

1. Hold judges as accountable and liable as they hold you, steal priests, doctors, 

police officers, lawyers: Nobody is above the law 

2. Demand that judges, their courts, and their judiciaries:

a. refund your filing fees for services not rendered

b. compensate for the waste on briefs that judges knew they would not read 

and the fraud of deciding without reading

c. be liable for leaving people at the mercy of abusive judges, who steal 

honest services and generate clear and present danger of harm in court

3. Law, journalism, business, and Information Technology students and 

professionals can form a multidisciplinary academic and business venture to

a. handle motions to void dumping orders and claim compensation

b. Follow the money!, e.g., bankruptcy fraud scheme, involving judges, 

bankruptcy trustees, warehousers, appraisers, auctioneers, accountants

c. be exposed for intercepting people’s emails and mail to suppress those 

critical of judges, trampling on their freedom of speech and assembly 
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C. Presidential candidates’ role 

in exposing judges’ abuse of power 

1. The candidates are desperate to attract media and public attention

2. Attract the huge untapped leaderless voting bloc of 

The Dissatisfied with the Judicial and Legal System

3. Insert the issue of judges’ abuse in the campaign by denouncing it: 

press conference, op-ed article, rallies, townhall meetings

4. Call and hold nationally televised congressional hearings 

to determine the nature, extent, and gravity of judges’ abuse

5. Demand official and journalistic investigation of judges’ schemes, 

which harm the national public, not of one’s personal, local case

a. briefs unread, cases handled by rubberstamping dumping forms

b. dismissal by judges of 100% of complaints against them

c. abuse of their computer network & expertise to intercept emails 

and mail, conceal assets, evade taxes, and launder money
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D. What you can do to expose judges’ abuse

1. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: visit and subscribe to http://www.Judicial-

Discipline-Reform.org

2. Share and post to social media these slides, video, and my emailed articles

3. Donate: https://www.gofundme.com/expose-unaccountable-judges-abuse

e.g. to turn website into a clearinghouse for complaints & research center

4. Publish or cause the publication of one or a series of my articles

5. Ask talkshow hosts to hold shows on a regular basis on judges’ abuse

6. Gather the parties before the same judge and audit his/her decisions

7. Form a local chapter of the national movement for judicial abuse exposure, 

redress, and reform to demand accountability, refund, and compensation

8. Organize unprecedented citizens hearings conducted by media & universities

9. Finance and produce the documentary Black Robed Predators

10. Create the institute for judicial unaccountability reporting and reform advocacy 

attached to a prestigious university or think tank
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E. Inform and outrage the public and be recognized 
as one of We the People’s Champions of Justice

I offer to make a presentation followed by Q&A to you and your guests via 

video conference or in person on exposing judges’ unaccountability and 

consequent riskless abuse of power, and turning this issue into a key one of the 

2020 presidential campaign so that judges may be held accountable and liable 

by the masters of all public servants in “government of, by, and for the 

people”: We the People.

Contact me to discuss terms and scheduling: tel. 1(718)827-9521

Dr.Richard.Cordero_Esq@verizon.net, DrRCordero@Judicial-Discipline-

Reform.org

To that end, share these slides† and post them to social media

as widely as possible with credit to their author, Dr. Richard Cordero, Esq., 

and indication of his website, http://www.Judicial-Discipline-Reform.org.  

Dare trigger history!...and you may enter it.

† http://Judicial-Discipline-Reform.org/OL2/DrRCordero_judges_abuse_slides.pdf OL2:970
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